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Does Keith Ripp Have Corruption Remorse?  
Given John Doe Revelations, Does He Regret Voting for Politician Protection Law? 

 

MADISON – Recent revelations in the John Doe files released to the Guardian newspaper show a pattern of shady 

practices and corrupt actions by Gov. Walker and legislative Republicans. They reveal that Republicans in power 

solicited corporate donations, funneled campaign funds through a dark money organization, and then changed state 

laws to appease those same corporate donors. On a party-line vote this session, Republicans in the Assembly voted to 

give special treatment to elected officials by making it more difficult to investigate and prosecute them for corruption 

(SB 43).  

 

“Given the latest revelations, does Rep. Keith Ripp still support his actions to give politicians like himself special 

treatment under the law?” George Aldrich, executive director of the Assembly Democratic Campaign committee, 

said. “Will Keith Ripp continue standing with dark money and dishonest politicians or does he have corruption 

remorse?” 

 

Last week, the Guardian newspaper shared documents which reveal the extent of pay-to-play politics that may have 

occurred in the Wisconsin Republican Party. Perhaps the most brazen example of corruption taking place was the 

recently-revealed $750,000 donation from a lead paint corporation. Following this donation, Republican lawmakers 

weakened the state’s lead paint laws. Children sickened by that lead paint company now have been denied justice 

under this change.  

 

A mining company (GTAC) also gave over $1.2 million at the same time that Republicans advanced a controversial 

mining bill that demolished environmental regulations. The law was written by the mining industry. 

 

“The voters of Wisconsin deserve someone who’s fighting for their interests in Madison – but instead Republicans 

like Keith Ripp felt it was more important to be able to court dark money and get special treatment under the law,” 

Aldrich added. “When it comes to the topic of political corruption, Keith Ripp’s silence is deafening.” 
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